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Xerium Fibre Cement Felts

To meet the increasing demands of the global housing market, a wide and expanding variety of fibre cement products are being produced today. These products are a key component in the quest to develop an environmentally safe and sustainable housing supply for the growing global population.

It does not matter if you are producing smooth planks, textured panels, corrugated roofing, pipes or any other fibre cement product, if you utilize a felt in your production process, then Xerium has a product that is engineered to meet your needs.

Xerium is THE global leader in fibre cement felt technology and has been involved in fibre cement felt production from the very beginning of the industry.

Our experienced and knowledgeable team of Application and Sales Engineers stand ready to assist you with products that are designed to meet or exceed your expectations.

Whether for exterior or interior applications, specific fibre cement products such as roofing or siding shingles, siding boards and panels, or trim products require a felt that produces a mark-free and smooth surface.

**Huystar FC**

Huystar FC felts combine base fabrics made from robust monofilaments and batt structures engineered specifically for the most demanding fibre cement product requirements and machine conditions.

**Porotwin FC**

Porotwin FC felts combine base fabrics made from proprietary combination yarns engineered specifically for the most demanding machine conditions and fibre cement product requirements.

**Porotherm and Porotherm Light**

Producing corrugated fibre cement roofing and hand moulded special products or pipes requires a felt that is durable and imparts the proper surface texture to the product. These felts deliver outstanding interlaminar bonding. This results in excellent product stability and density.

Porotherm and Porotherm Light felts are made from proprietary combination yarns that stand up to the most demanding machine conditions.

For more information contact your Xerium representative, or visit Xerium.com.